Barcelona, May 27th 2022

DECLARATION OF A UNIQUE SUPPLIER

Mr. Diego Serrano Vergara, as CEO and co-founder of Broomx Technologies S.L. (hereinafter "Broomx"), with CIF B66432113 and registered office at c/ Badajoz 88, 08005 Barcelona, Spain,

DECLARE RESPONSIBLY

That it is in a position to duly justify to any public or private administration that subsequently supervises the economic, financial and administrative management of the Interreg Italia-Malta project Corallo – Correct Enjoyment and Raising Awareness of Natura 200 locations, code C2-3.1-103, that Broomx Technologies S.L is the only manufacturer and marketer of the MK Player360 projector.

The MK Player360 consists in a Full HD portable projector to reproduce 360° videos in 4k resolution, live video streams and interactive applications. These interactivity features include audio reactive applications, navigation inside a 360° videos and other dynamic elements. It is managed through an iOS app and/or a cross-platform web manager. It has a portable size-height (without legs) and weight, and audio features such as woofer and built-in speakers.

Broomx Technologies S.L. has patents P201800408, WO2017/174844, USA 10523931, Japan 2019-503785, China ZL 201780027193.1. In addition, Broomx Technologies is the sole owner of the trademarks "MK Player360" and "BROOMX".

Therefore, Broomx Technologies S.L is the only company that can be entrusted with the execution and/contracting the immersive reality service through the MK Player 360 projector, also known as MK360+.

All of which and for the appropriate purposes I sign in Barcelona on May 27th 2022.

Yours sincerely,

Diego Serrano | CEO Broomx Technologies